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The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
◦ Focus on the Liberal Arts
◦ Located southern New Jersey-Galloway, NJ
◦ State four-year college with
undergraduate/graduate courses
◦ Strategic focus on





The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey





The School of Business is one of eight Schools at
Richard Stockton College

◦ Seeking accreditation from the AACSB [The Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business], an international
accrediting body





An important component of AACSB is
demonstrating Assurance of Learning

◦ Each Business School establishes learning goals that reflect
the philosophy of the School and the AACSB
◦ These goals also reflect the needs of external stakeholders
in business and industry

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Created to address the concern that graduates were not
prepared adequately for integrating their academic
knowledge and skills with their job responsibilities (Roberson,
Carnes, & Vice, 2002).
AOL is a continuous improvement process
◦ Must show that steps have been taken, based on data from
measures, to improve student learning
◦ Must show that continuous improvement actions have been
taken to revise the course and/or program
◦ Must show that there is broad faculty participation

Sample of Assurances of Learning
that must be met for
Accreditation
1.

Sustainability
Global
Engagement
Learning



Communication abilities
Ethical Understanding and reasoning
abilities
Analytic Skills
Use of Information Technology
Multicultural/diversity understanding
Reflective thinking skills
Management Specific Knowledge
and Skill Areas
a) Information Literacy
b) Team Work
c) Interviewing; job prep Skills
d) Professionalism

The Learning Outcomes identified by the faculty in
the School of Business—based on the AACSB
Assurance of Learning Standards—are
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Communication Skills & Information Literacy
Ethics
Problem-Solving
Critical Thinking
Teamwork
Management Specific Learning Goals
Computer Literacy Learning Goal
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During this presentation we will
discuss how an elective
management course,
Management Skills, and how a
business capstone course,
Business Policies and Strategies,
have been structured



◦ For student learning outcomes
assessment
◦ For use in course/curriculum revision
◦ To address the AOL Standards for
AACSB accreditation

Required for management
concentration juniors and
seniors and is an elective for all
Business majors
Contextualizes knowledge,
skills, and competencies within
management theory
- Provides opportunities for
students to master the
skills the economy
demands in the
global workforce
8

Portfolios –used in Management
Skills



 allow individuals to illustrate
their work in a comprehensive
fashion well beyond the
presentation in resumes:





- to provide tangible evidence of learning and progress
- to assess student learning outcomes
- to showcase projects (Barrett, 2001).



Many artifacts—reports, presentations, web sites—are already
in electronic format—it’s much easier to include them in a
digital format in the e-portfolio—contents can be revised
Since they are portable, electronic portfolios can be easily
updated, customized, reproduced, and distributed
They capture the dynamics of knowledge through work –done
by employing and combining a variety of media such as text,
graphics, audio and video (Raelin, 2008).
e-Portfolios give individuals the ability to analyze classroom
and life experiences and articulate the knowledge gained
from those experiences for employers, assessment in
colleges and universities, and for credentialing.
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Employers’ needs, or those of an accrediting body, are
often the primary drivers of the portfolio content
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Content in the e-portfolios
◦ should demonstrate the link between the individual’s
strengths and the jobs’ specifications or the assessment
criteria

Faculty created required projects that
◦ Provide evidence of student learning
◦ Meet AACSB Assurance of Learning Standards
and Essential Learning Outcomes

◦ provides evidence that verifies individuals’ education,
training, performance, skills, and accomplishments
relate to the assessment criteria
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Students should be able to demonstrate the following knowledge,
skills, and competencies that meet the course rubrics:














Information literacy skills in searching for information related
to the theory and practice of management [library literacy
assignment]
Professional business written communications
[Ex: business letters, reports]
The ability to interview a practicing manager and present
written and oral reports that integrate information literacy,
analysis and synthesis of the manager’s activities, and
reflections with the framework of Henry Mintzberg [Interview
with a manager project]

The ability to research and analyze managerial positions and
prepare professional job descriptions and candidate interview
rating sheets [Team project: Human Resources video-project
and written packet]











Critical thinking skills used in analyzing video managerial
situations and making recommendations that include
recognition of all ethical implications [Manager’s “Hot Seat”
case projects]

Reflection on personal development as a manager –
requires synthesis and personal integration of the
knowledge, skills, and competencies addressed
throughout the course [Professional development
reflection assignment for the e-Portfolio]
Develop a professional career e-portfolio
(assessment-basis for life-long learning)
[e-Portfolio]



The ability to document and address orally and in writing
disciplinary and conflict issues in the workplace [FOSA written
project on workplace discipline; collaborative video project]
Writing and critiquing /analysis of resumes and cover letters
Interview skills as an applicant and interviewer— team work
[Team project: Human Resources video-project and written
packet]

Civic Engagement through participation in service learning in
a non-profit agency in the community (optional) [Student’s
reflection paper and agency feedback]
Professional attitudes, behaviors, and conduct of managers in
the workplace [Team project: Human Resources video]

Contents of the e-Portfolio
◦ Revised versions of
 Resume and cover letter
 Business Writing: Letters and Reports
 Library Information Literacy Assignment
 Interview with a Manager Project
 Workplace Discipline Project with collaborative video
 Human Resources Video Team Project [FOSA]
 Video Job Interview Project and Reflection
 Service Learning Reflection Paper
 Professional Development Reflection
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Faculty reviewed each of the projects in the
course and indicated which School of
Business Learning Outcomes [AOL based]
were addressed
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Students submit their revised projects and reflections in an
electronic format using
DVDs , CDs, or thumb drives
Some portfolios contain audio and video presentations
Portfolios are randomly chosen and the contents reviewed in
terms of the students’ quality of the work—rubrics used
Students’ work reviewed in terms of how the AOL standards
were met
Based on the work submitted and the students’ reflections in
the portfolios, revisions are made to the course for the next
term and shared with management faculty for curriculum
revision

Course used as the major location to measure
achievement of AOL standards
Group oral presentations and individual
written papers are used to assess the goals
◦ Rubrics have been developed and used in these
assessments











The capstone course, Business Policies and Strategies,
integrates the functional areas of business knowledge using
the framework of strategic planning and administrative
management
It substantively contributes to learning outcome goals of
communication, critical thinking, and management specific
learning goals
Contributes to the achievement of ethics, problem solving,
and computer literacy goals.

In addition to the School of Business Learning
Outcomes, individual areas of study such as
Management, Marketing, Accounting have
competencies that are covered in courses.
One example, is Management. We identified
the competencies management majors
should be able to demonstrate
◦ A grid was created that showed the courses in
which each competency was covered
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